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Delicate Doily Thinking-of-You Card 
(CAS’ed from Heather Cserni and others) 
Landscape top-fold card base in Crumb 
Cake CS, Lucky Limeade layer at 5 3/8” x 
4 1/8”, Crumb Cake layer at 5 ¼” x 4”
Sentiment layers: Lucky Limeade, 3 ½” x 1” 
and Whisper White at 3 ¼” x ¾”.Whisper 
White envelope. 

.  

Stamp Crumb Cake layer randomly with 
Delicate Doily stamps in Whisper White 
Craft Ink, heat emboss with white 
embossing powder.  Color in doilies with 
11-13 In Color markers, I used Lucky 
Limeade, Island Indigo and Calypso Coral.  
Assemble card base layers.  Stamp 
sentiment on Whisper White layer, adhere 
to Lucky Limeade strip, pop dot to center of 
card.  Stamp and stamp-off small doily 
stamp to envelope front in black. 
 

 
 
 

Happiest of Birthdays In-Color Card 
(CAS’ed from Michelle Reynolds, Inspiration Ink) 

Top fold card base in Lucky Limeade CS, Naturals 
White layer at 4” x 5 ¼”, 3” x 4” DSP layer from 

Cheerful Treat DSP pack.  Stitched Poly Ribbon in 
Concord Crush, punch pieces in Lucky Limeade, 

Concord Crush, Bashful Blue, Melon Mambo and Pink 
Pirouette, self-adhesive rhinestones.  Inside layer is 

Naturals White at 3 ¼” x 4 ½”.  Matching Naturals 
White envelope provided. 

Using markers, ink up birthday stamp as shown, and 
stamp on one end of Naturals White layer.  Stamping 
first will give you 4 tries at this for this card!  Touch up 

with markers if desired.  Adhere DSP layer underneath 
sentiment, wrap and adhere ribbon to cover seam, 

aligning with top edge of DSP.  Fold card base, clip all 
4 corners with corner rounder punch, and do same to 

card layers.  Adhere layers to base.  Assemble 
punched medallion from CS scrap as shown, using 1 
½” circle punch, Blossom Bouquet triple layer punch, 

and 4-petal Itty Bitty Shapes punch.  Pop dot medallion 
to center of ribbon.  Adhere large rhinestone to dot the 
“i,” and to medallion center.  Inside:  using markers, ink 
up presents stamp, and stamp lower right corner of inside layer, stamping off on lower right corner of 

envelope.  Corner round inside layer and adhere to card interior. 
 

http://www.stampedcreationsbyheather.com/
http://inspirationink.typepad.com/inspiration-ink/2011/07/happiest-birthday-dots.html


 
Hello Pennants 
(Inspired by Heidi Baks, The Running With 
Scissors Stamper) 
Landscape top fold card base in Pool Party CS, 
DSP strip from Cheerful Treat DSP pack at 1” x 
5 ¼’.  Whisper White 1 ¼” strip for Lace Ribbo
Border, Early Espresso ¼” grosgrain ribbon, 
Whisper White scrap for pennants and 
sentiment, tiny self-adhesive rh

n 

inestones. 

p 
e.  

Using all 11-13 In Colors (Lucky Limeade, 
Wisteria Wonder, Pool Party, Calypso Coral and 
Island Indigo) stamp and punch 5 pennants 
using Petite Pennants Builder.  Stamp sentiment 
three times in Early Espresso on Whisper White 
scrap, and punch with 5/8” Circle punch.  Po

dot sentiments to three of the pennants.  Arrange pennants in an arc along top of card and adher
Punch Whisper White strip with Lace Ribbon Border punch (provided) and adhere to back of DSP 
strip so that only the top half shows.  Wrap ribbon around seam, lining up with top edge of DSP.  
Adhere to bottom edge of card, and adhere three tiny rhinestones along right side of ribbon as shown.  
Clear envelope provided. 
 
 

Flirtatious Get Well Frames 
(Inspired by Jo-Ann Pullen, StudioNo8) 

Standard card base in Pumpkin Pie CS, DSP layer from 
Flirtatious DSP pack at 4” x 5 ¼”.  Melon Mambo Double-

Stitched 1” grosgrain ribbon and Pumpkin Pie ¼” grosgrain 
ribbon.  Medallion assembled from Flirtatious DSP, Melon 

Mambo CS and Rhinestone brad, sentiment in Whisper White 
and Melon Mambo.  Whisper White envelope with 5 ¾” x 2 ¼” 

DSP strip for flap. 
Adhere Melon Mambo ribbon around DSP layer, and layer 

Pumpkin Pie ribbon on top, using SNAIL adhesive.  Assemble 
medallion from DSP piece, with flower layers from Blossom 

Party Originals Big Shot Die, center punch and add rhinestone 
brad.  Pop dot medallion over ribbon.  On Whisper White 

scrap, stamp frame from Four Frames stamp set, add 
sentiment from Teeny Tiny Wishes using Stamp-a-ma-jig, both 

in Melon Mambo.  Punch using Decorative Label punch.  
Punch two Decorative labels from Melon Mambo scrap.  From 

first Melon Mambo label, cut ends off and adhere to back of 
sentiment to create layer look.  Clip long edges from other 

Melon Mambo piece and adhere to complete all four sides.  Pop dot sentiment to lower right of DSP 
layer, and adhere all to card front.  For envelope, adhere DSP strip to card flap (put glue on FLAP, 

not DSP) and trim edges with snips to shape. 

http://runningwscissorsstamper.blogspot.com/2011/07/its-new-catalog.html
http://runningwscissorsstamper.blogspot.com/2011/07/its-new-catalog.html
http://studiono8.blogspot.com/2011/06/afternoon-tea-party-delicate-doilies.html

